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General characteristics
Alkenes are a family of unsaturated hydrocarbons characterized
by one carbon-to-carbon covalent double bond (C=C).

These unsaturated hydrocarbons have the brute formula CnH2n

and their properties depend on the length and complexity of the
alkene. Here below we find the first three compounds (all gasses):
Fischer projection, name and molecular formula.

Alkenes are: hydrophobic, non-polar, insoluble in water and
soluble in apolar organic solvents. They have quite low melting
and boiling points.

ethene
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Nomenclature (1/3)
The construction of the chemical compound name for alkenes
in part follows that used for alkanes. According to the I.U.P.A.C.
instructions, the procedure is the following:
1) Use locator number to indicate the positions of the double bond (or
double bonds), side groups and chain;

Br     Cl             CH3

|      |              |
CH3 − CH2 − 5C − 4C = 3C = 2C − 1CH3

|              |

8CH3 − 7CH2 − 6CH2 Cl

example

2) The numbering of carbon starts from the carbon closest to the double
bond so as to give the lowest number (or numbers) in the name;

3) If several equivalent chains (with the same number of C) are possible,
you choose the one that allows to have the functional
groups/substituents/radicals with the smallest possible number of
carbon (this is obtained through tests);
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Nomenclature (2/3)
4) identify all the names and the position on the carbon of the
substituents / radicals / functional groups;

5) in the case of two or more substituents, use the prefix “di", "tri",
“tetra", etc. , and indicate any form of isomerism;

Example:
2 Methyl(-CH3)
3,4 trans-dichlorine («trans» isomerism
on the covalent bond and «di» indicates
two chlorine atoms)
5 Bromine
5 Ethyl (CH3 – CH2 – )

6) the name begins arranging alphabetically the names of substituents
/ radicals / functional groups preceded by numbers indicating their
positions along the carbon main chain

Br     Cl             CH3

|      |              |
CH3 − CH2 − 5C − 4C = 3C = 2C − 1CH3

|              |

8CH3 − 7CH2 − 6CH2 Cl

Example: 5-Bromine-5-Ethyl-2-Methyl-3,4-Trans-Dichlorine
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Nomenclature (3/3)
7) Define the main chain indicating the number of carbon

( 1C = meth-; 2C = eth-; 3C = prop-; 4C = but-; 5C = pent-; 6C = hex-;
7C = hept-; 8C = oct-; 9C = non-; etc. )

8) Identify the position of the double bonds (referred to in the first
carbon involved in the order of the main chain) and the number of
double bonds. For alkenes double bonds are indicated with the suffix -
ene and, in the case of more double bonds, with "-diene" for two,
"triene" for three double bonds, etc ...

Br     Cl             CH3

|      |              |
CH3 − CH2 − 5C − 4C = 3C = 2C − 1CH3

|              |

8CH3 − 7CH2 − 6CH2 Cl

Example: 5-Bromine-5-Ethyl-2-Methyl-3,4-Trans-Dichlorine-Octa-2,3-diene
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PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF ALKENES

The physical properties of alkenes are very similar to those of alkanes.
They change with the length and complexity of an alkene, in other words
with the molecular mass.

PHYSICAL STATE
The physical state depends on the number of carbons inside the alkene.

Within non-polar molecules (alkene) weak forces known as London
forces are present: the intensity of these forces increases as the
molecule dimension grows. Therefore, as the number carbon atoms
increases, the physical state changes from gas to liquid and, then, to
solid.

N. CARBONS PHYSICAL  STATE EXAMPLE

1-3   gas ethene, propene and butene

4-15 liquid

16 + solid  
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SOLUBILITY

Alkenes are insoluble in water because they are non-polar, but they are
soluble in non-polar solvents.

BOILING TEMPERATURE
The boiling point increases with the number of carbon atoms in the
molecule.

Anyway, the boiling point of an alkene is a few degrees lower compared to
the corresponding alkane.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF ALKENES

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF 

Compound Formula Appearance Melting Point Boiling point

Ethene C2H4 colorless gas -169 -102

Propene C3H6 colorless gas -185 -48

1-butene C4H8 colorless gas -185 -6,5

1-pentene C5H10 colorless gas - +30
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DENSITY
Like all other properties,

also density tends to

increase with the

number of carbon

atoms.

Alkenes have a lower

density than water and

for this reason they

float on water.

Alkene density is a little

higher than that of

alkanes with the same

number of carbons.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF ALKENES
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ISOMERISM
(Same molecular formula , different physical 

properties)

STRUCTURAL OR CONSTITUTIONAL 
ISOMERISM 

Different succession of atoms or 
groups of atoms in the molecule

STRUCTURAL OR CONSTITUTIONAL 
ISOMERISM 

Different succession of atoms or 
groups of atoms in the molecule

STEREOISOMERS

Different arrangement of atoms in 
space

STEREOISOMERS

Different arrangement of atoms in 
space

Conformational isomers

Rotation of atoms or groups 
of atoms around a central 

simple bond C - C

Conformational isomers

Rotation of atoms or groups 
of atoms around a central 

simple bond C - C

Optical isomers
Molecular dissymmetry due to one or 

more asymmetric C atoms

Optical isomers
Molecular dissymmetry due to one or 

more asymmetric C atoms

Configurational
isomers

Different arrangement 
of the molecule 

constituents

Configurational
isomers

Different arrangement 
of the molecule 

constituents

Geometric isomers
different arrangement of the substituents 
with respect to the multiple bond C = C or 

in a ring

Geometric isomers
different arrangement of the substituents 
with respect to the multiple bond C = C or 

in a ring
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Hybridization

In hybridization, carbon acquires a certain amount of energy and
assumes an excited state, and so uses a type of hybridization
involving the s orbital and two of the three p orbitals to form three
hybrid orbitals sp2 (in purple in the image below).

The third orbital p doesn’t hybridize and allows the formation of
double covalent bonds (in pink in the image below).

a) sp2 hybrid orbitals and p orbital  b) layout of the orbitals on an x-y plane
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The double bond
The double covalent bond involves:

 an overlap of the sp2 hybrid
orbitals that lie on the
same axis forming a σ type
pure covalent bond
(bottom left figure),

 a second bond due to the
overlapping of the (non-
hybrid) p orbitals that lie
on parallel planes to form a
type π pure covalent bond,
which prevents the
rotation of atoms around
the axis defined by the σ
bond (bottom right figure).
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Breaking of chemical bond

The divided atoms (radicals and ions) can, thus, react with
other substances to create new compounds.

The cleavage/scission can be:
 Homolytic → causing the formation of «radicals»
 Heterolytic → causing the formation of «ions»

The breaking of chemical bond is a «stage» of chemical
reactions: in this phase the chemical covalent bond which
keeps two atoms together is broken.
During the cleavage of the covalent bond, bond electrons can
separate equally or can both remain within the same atom
(the more electronegative).
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Homolytic
(each atom holds one 

of the shared electrons)

as a 
consequence

Formation of free radicals

this leads to

through

Formation of new bonds

Addition of radicals

through

Heat (thermolysis)

Ultraviolet radiation 
(photolysis)

as a 
consequence

Scissions

Heterolytic
(the couple of bonding 
electrons is held by the 

more electronegative atom)

CARBANIONS
Anions with negative charge on carbon

CARBOCATIONS
Cations with positive charge on carbon

Nucleophilic sites
Rich in electrons

Electrophilic sites
Poor in electrons
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Homolytic cleavage

FREE-RADICAL ADDITION

RADICALS

RADICALS

In homolytic cleavage the
bonding electron pair is split
and results in the formation of
two radicals (the flow of
electrons is represented by
the two curved arrows).

Compared to heterolytic
cleavage, homolysis is enhanced
by non-polar solvents, gaseous
conditions, high temperatures, 
presence of visible and UV light.

Homolysis

Cleavage break
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Heterolytic cleavage

The heterolytic cleavage leads to 
the formation of two ions (a 
cation and an anion).
As a consequence of  hetero-lysis, 
valence or bonding electrons both
end up in one atom (the more 
electronegative).
For any diatomic molecule A:B, 
heterolytic cleavage leads to the 
formation of two ions according
to the reaction: 

A: B → A:- ++B
or
A: B → A+ +B:-

NUCLEOPHILIC  ADDITION

ELETTROPHILIC  ADDITION

Heterolysis

Heterolysis
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Preparations of alkenes
1) Dehydration of alcohols

Alkenes can be prepared by dehydration of an alcohol (which contains at least 2

carbon atoms) in an acid environment by heating:

2) Dehydrohalogenation of alkyl halides

A strong base such as OH- (provided by NaOH or KOH) is commonly used:

3) Catalytic reduction of an alkyne with H2

R - C ≡ C – R’  +  H2 +  catalyst R - CH = CH - R' +   catalyst

CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF ALKENES

alcohol                      acid                                           alkene                  water 

+ heat

alkyl  halide           base                             alkene              halide ion     water
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Alkenes are more reactive than Alkanes because the C=C double bond can
easily break, allowing the formation of bonds between the alkene and the
molecule with which it reacts.
The reaction mechanism of alkenes is called electrophilic addition to the
covalent double bond. An electrophile is a chemical species which seeks
electrons present in multiple bonds (double or triple).
The most common reactions of addition to the double bond are: of halogens
(Cl2), of hydrogen halides (HCl), of sulfuric acid (H2SO4) and oxidation reactions.

REACTIONS OF ALKENES

CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF ALKENES

REACTION OF ADDITION TO THE COVALENT DOUBLE BOND

Alkenes give rise to various types of reactions of additions to the double
bond.

a) Catalytic hydrogenation of the double bond

From ethene, by addition of a hydrogen molecule, the corresponding alkane,
that is ethane, is obtained using platinum as a catalyst :

ethene ethane
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b) Dehalogenation

By electrophilic or radical addiction of bromine Br2 or chlorine Cl2 to the double bond

alkenes form compounds called vicinal dialyses, in which two halogen atoms will be

found on two adjacent carbon atoms. Example of ethylene:

c) Polyaddition and Polymerization

The molecules of alkenes, under certain temperature and pressure condition, tend to

form very long molecules (macromolecules) called polymers. It is a reaction in which

there is a rupture of the π-bond. All single monomers bind to each other through the

reaction of polyaddition.

In the case of ethylene, polyaddition will lead to the formation of a polymer known as

polyethylene.

CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF ALKENES

1,2-dibromomethane or methyl dibromide 
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Main chemical reactions

In alkenes there are four main reactions :

• Electrophilic addition of an acid (HCl)
• Electrophilic addition of a halogen (Cl2)
• Free-radical addition (HCl)
• Free-radical addition of hydrogen or hydrogenation (H₂)

Molecule: But-2-ene
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H    H
|    |

H − C − C = C − H     +   HCl → 
|           |
H           H

Markovnikov’s Rule
Markovnikov’s rule is an empirical rule formulated in 1870 .

It states that in an electrophilic addition reaction the hydrogen 
binds to the carbon of the double bond which is already bonded to 

the larger number of hydrogen atoms. 

When an alkene, replaced in a non-symmetrical way, reacts with a hydrohalogenic acid, the
hydrogen binds to the less substituted carbon (which binds more H atoms) and the halogen
binds to the more substituted carbon ( i.e. one that has less H bonded).

H    H H
|    |     |

H − C − C − C − H  
|    |     |
H    Cl H

carbon which binds more H atoms

carbon with less H atoms
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Electrophilic addition of an acid

The electrophilic addition is an organic addition reaction, where
two or more molecular entities combine to form a larger one.

Acids, for example HCl, HBr, HI (hydrogen halides), are added to
alkenes to form halogen-alkanes.

This reaction is an electrophilic addition and follows
Markovnikov’s rule.

In the reaction the hydrogen ion binds to more hydrogen-rich
carbon, while the anion joins the more substituted carbon.
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Electrophilic addition of a halogen

Halogens react readily with alkenes to form dihaloalkanes, i.e. two
hydrogen atoms are removed and substituted with two halogens
(elements of the seventh group)

The Cl¯ always binds to the most substituted carbon, that is
the more positively charged.

2,3-dichlorobutane 2,3-dichlorobutane
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Free-radical addition

Free-radical addition is an addition reaction in organic
chemistry involving free radicals, that is, very reactive entities
formed by an atom or a molecule.

It is an addition which takes place only in the presence of
peroxides or of ultraviolet light, thus contradicting
Markovnikov’s rule.

Compared to the previous reactions, which are electrolytic in
the intermediate phase, these reactions form a carbon radical
in their intermediate stage.
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Free-radical addition of hydrogen or  
hydrogenation

Hydrogenation is a chemical reaction where hydrogen is added to
an element or to a chemical compound in the presence of a metal
catalyst such as lead, palladium, nickel. In the absence of the
catalyst, this reaction requires very high temperatures to be
carried out industrially.

Normally the hydrogenation consists in adding two hydrogen
atoms to a molecule containing a double or triple carbon bond.
An example of this reaction is the production of hydrogenated fats.

2,3-dichlorobutane 2,3-dichlorobutaneTrans 2,3-dichloro-but-2-ene
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